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More than Meets the Eye: Conformational Switching of a Stacked
Dialkoxynaphthalene–Naphthalenetetracarboxylic diimide (DAN–NDI)

Foldamer to an NDI–NDI Fibril Aggregate

Cameron Peebles, Rebecca Piland, and Brent L. Iverson*[a]

Introduction

The development of well-defined architectures by using
noncovalent interactions, such as hydrogen bonding, electro-
static interactions, van der Waals interactions, and desolva-
tion, remains a frontier area of chemistry. An important
aspect of the self-assembly of organic molecules can be the
energetics and geometry of interacting aromatic units. Typi-
cal geometries include the herringbone arrangement favored
by smaller aromatics, off-set parallel stacking and even face-
centered parallel stacking in certain situations. A predictive
understanding of stacking geometry put forth by Hunter and
Sanders in the 1990s was based upon the overall polarization
of the aromatic pi cloud.[1] These considerations rationalized
why some highly polarized aromatics might exhibit off-set
stacking geometries, whereas electron-rich and electron-de-
ficient aromatics tended toward alternating face-centered
stacks. More recently, Rashkin and Waters[2] and especially
Wheeler and Houk[3] and now Wheeler[4] have refined these
ideas to include a focus on direct through-space interactions
between polarized groups on the periphery of aromatic
rings. Our own work has emphasized the important role that
desolvation effects in strongly interacting solvents, especially
water, can play in the energetics of aromatic stacking.[5]

Previous work in our group detailed the ability of amphi-
philic foldamer 1 (commonly referred to as an aromatic
electron donor/acceptor foldamer, or AEDAMER), com-
posed of covalently linked alternating relatively electron-
rich 1,5-dialkoxynaphthalene (DAN) and relatively electron-
deficient 1,4,5,8-naphthalenetetracarboxylic diimide (NDI;
Figure 1) to undergo a noncovalent, irreversible conforma-

tional change into a more highly ordered aggregate after
heating.[6] The process was shown to be nucleation depend-
ent[7] and could be described as analogous to the amyloid-
formation process. To our knowledge, these attributes make
it the only abiotic molecule to exhibit such behavior.

The largest group of protein misfolding diseases involves
amyloid fibrils and is associated with numerous neurodege-
nerative diseases, most famously Alzheimer!s disease.[8]

Amyloid-fibril formation follows the irreversible conforma-
tional change of globular proteins into self-assembled,
highly ordered b-sheet-rich fibrillar structures and generally
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Figure 1. a) Structure of amphiphilic foldamers and b) cartoon represen-
tation of hexamer (1) and tetramer (2) in the pleated structure (Asp =as-
partic acid, Leu= leucine).
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proceeds through a nucleation-dependent mechanism.[9] Two
classes of molecules are able to exhibit amyloid formation:
globular proteins that exist as folded or partially folded spe-
cies and then undergo a transformation into fibrillar struc-
tures, and polypeptides without globular structure which
then aggregate into ordered fibrils. For both classes, the ini-
tial monomeric state overcomes an entropic barrier that
transforms a kinetically soluble, stable molecule into an in-
soluble, more thermodynamically stable fibril aggregate.
Both classes are initially monomeric in solution, but as the
initial structures reorder and nucleation-dependent self-as-
sembly commences, “one-dimensional crystallization” oc-
curs.[9b] It has been proposed that attractive interactions be-
tween hydrophobic surfaces on protofilament strands are re-
sponsible for the merging of protofilament strands into mul-
tistranded fibril precursors, which then go on to form
mature fibril aggregates.[10] A model proposed by Petkova
et al. used hydrophobic interactions to show the merging of
two Ab1!40 cross b-strand units, in which the C-terminal hy-
drophobic residues are sequestered on the interior of a
dimer unit juxtaposing the more hydrophilic N-terminal resi-
dues on the exterior.[11]

Alternating DAN–NDI foldamers exhibited an alternating
face-centered stacked aromatic-core geometry in aqueous
solution, based on detailed NMR and full spectroscopic
characterization.[5,12] However, for systems composed solely
of NDI, off-set parallel stacking has been observed by sever-
al groups. For example, Parquette et al. have reported sever-
al systems displaying NDI–NDI off-set parallel stacking in
the formation of one-dimensional (1D) nanofibrils[13] and
1D nanotubes.[14] Ghosh et al. have reported NDI–NDI off-
set parallel stacking in the design of 2D vesicles[15] and
fibers,[16] while Govindaraju et al. have reported the forma-
tion of 1D fibers, spheres, sheets,[17] and 1D nanobelts.[18] In
2005, Matile and co-workers designed, synthesized, and
characterized a synthetic ion channel by using aromatic elec-
tron donor/acceptor interactions.[19] Their design utilized a
rigid-rod NDI–NDI off-set architecture that underwent a
conformational change and opened to form a barrel-stave
ion channel in response to intercalation of DAN monomer
between the NDI–NDI units. Herein, we explore the struc-
ture of hexamer (1) and tetramer (2) amphiphilic foldamers
after heating to an aggregated state (Figure 1). SEM, TEM,
and AFM revealed a twisted-ribbon fibrillar morphology.
We propose a structural model based on circular dichroism
(CD) spectra, in which the foldamer aromatic core under-
goes an irreversible thermally induced conformation transi-
tion from face-centered DAN–NDI stacking to fibril assem-
bly based on NDI–NDI off-set parallel stacking.

Results and Discussion

Investigation of foldamers 1 and 2 by CD showed minimal
signal in the near UV and none in the far UV prior to heat-
ing (Figure 2 a and b). Both foldamer solutions were then
heated to 80 8C for 90 min to facilitate the aggregation pro-

cess. After heating, strong bisignate couplet signals appeared
for 1 and 2, with the null occurring at l=215 and 235 nm,
respectively, indicative of exciton Cotton effects along the
NDI y-polarized (short) transition axis.[20] Moderate signals
at l=325, 360, and 390 nm also appeared for 1, whereas 2
gave moderate signals at l =310, 353, and 390 nm. Both of
these correspond to electronic transitions along the NDI z-
polarized (long) transition axis. The bisignate Cotton effect
in the near UV is typical of molecular systems composed of
off-set stacked NDI–NDI molecules.[13,14b,20a, 21]

UV/Vis spectra of 1 prior to heating showed a broad
charge-transfer (CT) band in the visible region (lmax

526 nm) and several peaks in the UV region indicative of
electronic transitions across the NDI long axis (l=300, 360,
380 nm; Figure 2 c, inset). Disappearance of the CT band
after heating occurs along with a slight decrease in hypo-
chromism in the far-UV region. Foldamer 2 showed a simi-
lar UV/Vis spectrum prior to heating, with peaks at l= 300,
359, and 380 nm in the far-UV and a broad CT band (lmax

526 nm) in the visible region (Figure 2 d, inset). Heating of 2
also resulted in loss of the CT band, with a slight decrease
in hypochromism in the far UV. The appearance of a new
peak, formerly a shoulder, after heating at 219 (1) and
223 nm (2) is thought to correspond to electronic transitions
across the NDI short axis. A similar trend was observed
when a DAN monomer was titrated into a solution of NDI
monomer (see the Supporting Information, Figure S1). A
peak corresponding to electronic transitions across the NDI

Figure 2. CD, UV, and visible spectra of foldamers 1 and 2 before (blue)
and after (red) heating at 80 8C for 90 min. a) Foldamer 1 CD spectrum;
b) foldamer 2 CD spectrum; c) foldamer 1 UV spectrum; d) foldamer 2
UV spectrum. Inset of c) and d) show the visible region of foldamers 1
and 2, respectively, with loss of the CT band after heating. Foldamer con-
centrations are 0.2 mm, 15 mm, 2.0 mm in a 50 mm sodium phosphate
buffer for CD, UV, and visible spectroscopy, respectively.
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short axis at l=232 nm was overtaken by a peak at 222 nm
corresponding to DAN electronic transitions. When the UV
spectra were compared to the CD spectra, the newly
emerged peak in the aggregated state of foldamers 1 and 2
nearly intercept the null of the bisignate Cotton effects, indi-
cative of NDI self-assembly (see the Supporting Informa-
tion, Figures S2 and S3).[20, 21]

To our surprise, 1D fibrils were observed by transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) after heating solutions of 1 and
2 to the aggregated state and staining with 2 % uranyl ace-
tate (Figure 3 a and c). Fibril formation was also observed in

samples used for CD analysis. As shown in Figure 3, nega-
tively stained aggregated samples revealed fibrils with uni-
form widths up to a micrometer in length for 1 and 2. Al-
though TEM images of 1 showed fibrils with a diameter of
(10.5"1) nm, 2 revealed fibrils of (7.5"1) nm in diameter.
As shown by TEM, the fibrils tend to “stick to” and “wrap
around” each other, indicating some extent of interfibril in-
teraction (see the Supporting Information, Figure S4). The
presence of 1D fibrils indicates the requirement for 1D
growth in the aggregated foldamer structure.

To gain additional insight into the fibril morphology, tap-
ping-mode atomic-force microscopy (AFM) was utilized.
Deposition of the foldamer aggregates onto freshly cleaved
mica revealed 1D fibrils similar to those observed by TEM
for 1 and 2 (Figure 3 b and d). Both foldamer aggregates
showed fibrils with regular helicity with a pitch of approxi-

mately 170 nm for 1 and approximately 150 nm for 2. Al-
though 1 had a height profile of (5.5"1) nm, 2 showed a
height profile of (4"1) nm, both approximately one-half of
the fibril width observed by respective TEM images. AFM
phase images of each foldamer detailing the helical twist are
shown in the inset. Differences in fibril width between TEM
and AFM may be attributed to compression of the aggre-
gate sample by the AFM tip or due to AFM tip and/or can-
tilever geometry.[14b, 22] Attempts to investigate the aggre-
gates further by XRD and solid-state NMR gave ambiguous
results.

The fibril twisting observed by AFM is consistent with
helical, off-set parallel-displaced NDI–NDI interactions
seen in previous work with NDI monomers.[13] Importantly,
the measured fibril widths of 11 and 7.5 nm are each in
agreement with the calculated extended lengths of 1 and 2,
respectively. Coincidentally, the twisted-ribbon fibril mor-
phology of the foldamer aggregate is similar to that of a
twisted-ribbon structure often found in aggregated amyloid
proteins.[22,23] Off-set parallel displaced NDI–NDI interac-
tions leading to highly ordered aggregates have been shown
in numerous studies with CD of NDI monomers.[13–19] It has
been suggested that the order and directionality of aromatic
stacking interactions in amyloidogenic peptides and de novo
designed peptides can act as a thermodynamic driving force
for the formation of amyloid and amyloid-like fibril assem-
bly.[24] Also interesting is the requirement for amphiphilicity
in the formation of 1D fibril-containing structures, as has
been seen in both abiotic and biotic systems.[25] Based on
this information, we believe that although aromatic NDI–
NDI interactions facilitate 1D fibril growth in the aggregat-
ed structure, the amphiphilic nature of the molecule contrib-
utes to the thermodynamic driving force for fibril formation.

A proposed model for the foldamer aggregated structure
and formation based on the bisignate CD signal, the 1D fi-
brils observed by TEM and the fibril twisted-ribbon shape
by AFM is presented in Figure 4. Upon heating, unfolding
of the foldamer DAN–NDI pleated aromatic structure
occurs, as was evidenced by disappearance of the CT band.
Reorganization of the core aromatics in the aggregated
structure into a stable fibril is believed to be initiated by
NDI–NDI off-set parallel-displaced stacking between NDI
units of the two oligomers. More unfolded oligomers assem-
ble when the nucleation process continues, so that a relative-
ly stable ribbon is formed. Assembly continues in one di-
mension, leading to an amphiphilic ribbon structure, in
which all hydrophobic leucines organize on one surface and
the hydrophilic aspartates are arranged on the other (Fig-
ure 4 a). We propose that dimerization of the sheets occurs
to sequester the hydrophobic leucine surfaces on the interior
of a pseudobilayer assembly, juxtaposing the hydrophilic as-
partates on the exterior (Figure 4 b). The assembled duplex
ribbon grows in length, until it becomes the fully assembled
fibril observed in the TEM and AFM studies. We are not
yet sure of the spatial organization of the DAN units in the
fibril structure because we have no direct spectroscopic data
that defines their relative orientations.

Figure 3. TEM and AFM images of foldamers 1 and 2 (TEM, 2% uranyl
acetate staining on carbon/Formvar grid; AFM, freshly cleaved mica).
a) TEM of foldamer 1; b) AFM of foldamer 1; c) TEM of foldamer 2 ;
d) AFM of foldamer 2. Red inset for b), d) represents the height profile
along black line. Black inset for b), d) shows the phase image correspond-
ing to shown topography.
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It appears that at least three features are required for an
abioitic molecule to exhibit the kind of conformational
switching, reminiscent of amyloid fibril formation, observed
here. First, there must be a kinetically stable initial folded
structure that is based largely on intramolecular interactions.
In the case of amphiphilic foldamer 1, the kinetically folded
structure is based on intramolecular alternating DAN–NDI
stacks. Second, there must be an alternative aggregated
state possible that involves an unfolded conformation. For
foldamer 1, we have now shown that this alternative mode
of aggregation between unfolded chains involves NDI–NDI
interactions. Third, we believe that there must be amphiphi-
licity present so that this alternative mode of interchain ag-
gregation leads to formation of both a hydrophobic face and
a hydrophilic face in the growing aggregate.

Stabilization of the fibril comes when two of the hydro-
phobic faces interact to create a fully desolvated hydropho-
bic interior and hydrophilic outer faces in a pseudobilayer
arrangement. One could propose that it is the desolvation of
the considerable hydrophobic interior of the growing fibril-
lar assembly that provides the ultimate driving force for the
thermodynamic stability of the fibril. Note there is likely a
length dependence to this stability that explains why nuclea-
tion kinetics (i.e. , a lag in fibril formation upon heating) is a
hallmark of this process. During the lag (nucleation) phase,
intermediates form and disassemble until the critical length
is achieved, after which the fibril forms by quickly adding
unfolded chains to each end of the now thermodynamically
stable structure.

Conclusion

The face-centered geometry observed in the amphiphilic fol-
damer prior to heating was correctly predicted by the work
of Wheeler when one considers the maximization of comple-
mentary interactions between the relatively electron-rich
DAN oxygen atoms and relatively electron-deficient NDI
carbonyl carbon atoms in the stacked structure. The same
considerations also predict strong complementary interac-
tions between the highly polarized carbonyls of two off-set
stacked NDI molecules, that is, the carbonyl oxygen of one
NDI carbonyl interacting with the carbonyl carbon of the
adjacent NDI.

This unique proposed conformational switching process—
from an aromatic DAN–NDI foldamer to an aromatic NDI–
NDI fibril-forming aggregate—illustrates a new model of
self-assembly behavior. Nevertheless, this proposed desolva-
tion model can be seen as analogous to the proposed dime-
rization of Ab1!40 cross-stand b-sheets described earlier:[11]

for our aggregated amphiphilic foldamer structure and for
proteins and polypeptides in the amyloid state, there exists a
strong requirement to shield the more hydrophobic residues
on the interior of a two-strand dimer while juxtaposing the
more hydrophilic residues in the solvent-exposed exterior.
In this light, our material bridges the gap between biotic
proteins and polypeptides that form amyloid and syntheti-
cally derived, abiotic molecules that form highly ordered 1D
fibril aggregates.

Figure 4. Proposed model describing how the pleated amphiphilic foldamer undergoes a conformational change to self-assembled one-dimensional fibrils.
a) Upon heating, unfolding of the pleated DAN–NDI structure (light blue and orange rectangles represent aspartate and leucine side chains, respective-
ly) occurs to form a new structure that self-assembles around offset NDI–NDI stacking. The resulting ribbon has a hydrophilic side and a hydrophobic
side; b) dimerization of the amphiphilic ribbons is proposed to sequester the hydrophobic leucine face on the interior and juxtaposes the hydrophilic as-
partate face on the exterior of the fibril.
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Experimental Section

General methods : Foldamers 1 and 2 were synthesized and purified ac-
cording to a previously reported protocol (more details available in the
Supporting Information).[6] All commercially available chemicals were
purchased from Aldrich, Fisher Scientific, or Novabiochem/EMD/Merck
unless otherwise indicated. 1H and 13C NMR spectra were recorded on a
Varian Unity Plus 400 spectrometer at 400 MHz in CDCl3 or [D6]DMSO.
All amphiphilic foldamer purification was done on a Waters HPLC
system equipped with a 2996 photodiode array detector and Grace-
Vydac C18 peptide semipreparatory reverse-phase column.

UV/Vis spectroscopy: UV/Vis spectroscopy was performed on a Perkin–
Elmer Lambda 35 spectrophotometer. Foldamer solutions (50 mm for
UV; 0.2 mm for Vis) were observed in a 50 mm sodium phosphate buffer
with NaCl (100 mm) added, and pH was adjusted to 7.0. A 1 cm cuvette
was used and initial spectra were observed at RT (27 8C). Samples were
then heated in an oil bath at 80 8C for two hours, cooled at RT for
30 min, and then final spectra were recorded. All samples were filtered
by using a 0.45 mm nylon filter prior to recording spectra.

Circular dichroism (CD): CD experiments were performed on a Jasco J-
815 circular spectropolarimeter, and all spectra were collected by using a
1 mm quartz cell. Samples (0.2 m) were dissolved in a 50 mm sodium
phosphate buffer with NaCl (100 mm, pH adjusted to 7.0), and initial
spectra were recorded at 27 8C. Samples were then heated to 80 8C for
90 min by using a Jasco-equipped Peltier temperature controller, and
final spectra were recorded after allowing the samples to cool to RT for
30 min. All samples were filtered by using a 0.45 mm nylon filter prior to
recording spectra.

Atomic-force microscopy (AFM): AFM analysis was performed on a Di-
mension 3100 atomic-force microscope with silicon tips (NSC14/AIBS,
MicroMasch) in tapping mode. Samples were prepared by allowing a
drop of the foldamer-aggregated solution to dry on mica plates over-
night.

Transmission electron microscopy : Transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) images were obtained by using a FEI Tecnai microscope operat-
ing at 80 kV. Samples were prepared by placing a drop of the aggregated
foldamer solution onto 400 mesh carbon coated copper Formvar grids
(Electron Microscopy Sciences, Inc.) for 5 min. Removal of the remain-
ing solution after 5 min was followed by addition of a 2 % uranyl acetate
solution for negative staining. After allowing the stain to sit for 2 min, it
was removed, and the sample was dried before analysis.
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